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Adapting user interfaces to a user’s cultural background can increase satisfaction, revenue, and market share.
Conventional approaches to catering for culture are restricted to adaptations for specific countries and modify
only a limited number of interface components, such as the language or date and time formats.  We argue that
a more comprehensive personalization of interfaces to cultural background is needed to appeal to users in
expanding markets.  This paper introduces a low-cost, yet efficient method to achieve this goal:  cultural
adaptivity.  Culturally adaptive interfaces are able to adapt their look and feel to suit visual preferences.  In
a design science approach, we have developed a number of artifacts that support cultural adaptivity, including
a prototype web application.  We evaluate the efficacy of the prototype’s automatically generated interfaces
by comparing them with the preferred interfaces of 105 Rwandan, Swiss, Thai, and multicultural users.  The
findings demonstrate the feasibility of providing users with interfaces that correspond to their cultural
preferences in a novel yet effective manner.
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Introduction1

The growing number of Internet users worldwide has led
international companies to try to conquer newly emerging
markets.  Yet many of these efforts have resulted in surprising

failures with highly popular websites in a domestic market
being rejected by Internet users from other countries in favor
of local alternatives.  Google is a prominent example of a
company that has struggled to gain share in foreign markets.
The classic minimalism of its main search engine site is one
of the reasons that the company achieved a leading position
within most Western markets.  Yet this simplicity has failed
to appeal to users in South Korea, where Google’s market
share has long been a very distant second to the local
competitor Naver.com (The Economist 2009; Sang-Hun
2007).  One of the reasons might be that Naver.com presents
its users with search results from various categories including
web pages, images, and books, making its interface much
more complex and colorful (Sang-Hun 2007)—a design that
is common among South Korean websites.

1Shirley Gregor was the accepting senior editor for this paper.  Samir
Chatterjee served as the associate editor.
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How much preferences differ between countries becomes
clear from research comparing websites designed by East
Asian companies with those designed by their Western
counterparts (Burgmann et al. 2006; Callahan 2005; Schmid-
Isler 2000).  Findings in this research area repeatedly empha-
size that national culture influences our perception of good
design.

Realizing the connection between culture and preferences,
many companies now offer localized versions of their web-
site.  Localization usually involves the alteration of the user
interface (UI) to provide for different languages and date/time
formats, or, less often, a more sophisticated adaptation of
colors and images (Russo and Boor 1993; Taylor 1992).
Researchers have found that users react with a more positive
attitude to localized interfaces (Nantel and Glaser 2008), see
them as more usable (Ford and Gelderblom 2003; Sheppard
and Scholtz 1999), and more appealing (Corbitt et al. 2002).

As users can easily switch to the competition with only one
click (Chau et al. 2002), localization can provide a significant
competitive advantage.  However, there are three major
problems hindering the wide-spread use of localization.

• The design of sophisticated localized versions is
extremely costly (Höök 2000).  Carrying out well-
executed software localization usually requires an
ethnographic analysis of each country for which a
localized version is needed (Yeo 1996).  As a conse-
quence, extending a market results in more time required
for (1) comprehensive ethnographic studies and (2) a
complex implementation of localized versions accom-
panied by rising costs, costs that companies are often
reluctant to bear without a guarantee of benefit.

• Localization does not cater to the cultural ambiguity of
many users.  Companies typically design one website
version per target country (or region) and anyone who
resides in this country receives the same interface.  In
most cases, the user is required to select a specific
country at first entry or the website retrieves the user’s
current whereabouts through the IP address.  This method
disregards users with multicultural backgrounds, who
have been influenced by several national cultures.  For
example, an Indian who has lived in Belgium for several
years would have to decide between a Belgian or an
Indian version of a company’s website, but might be
better off with a mixture of both.

• Localization is usually limited to adapting the language,
date, or time formats (Kersten 2002).  Less visible
interface aspects, such as images, the content arrange-
ment, or even workflows, usually remain the same for all

countries.  The importance of allowing for more compre-
hensive modifications, however, has been demonstrated
in several experiments.  For example, researchers have
shown that culture determines preferences for a linear or
nonlinear navigation style (Kralisch 2005), or for a more
or less complex interface (Schmid-Isler 2000).  More-
over, studies have demonstrated that a person’s reading
direction influences the focus point (Chan and Bergen
2005), and thus where users place their center of atten-
tion (Röse 2005).  Such results indicate that the status
quo of localization does not sufficiently cater to the
extensive variations in perception between users of
different cultural backgrounds.

We propose to address these problems with culturally adap-
tive user interfaces that adapt themselves to the user’s cultural
preferences rather than having the user adapt to a more or less
standardized interface.  Using a design science approach
(Peffers 2007), we introduce a method to implement cultural
adaptivity and demonstrate this method with a culturally
adaptive system called MOCCA.

To the best of our knowledge, MOCCA is the first system that
is able to adapt its interface to the preferences of users of any
national culture, and any combination of different national
cultures (called extended national culture in the following).  
Our research question explores how well a culturally adaptive
system such as MOCCA can predict user interface prefer-
ences by knowing only a person’s (extended) national culture. 
To answer this question, this paper evaluates MOCCA’s
adaptation rules, which link national cultures to certain user
interface preferences.  MOCCA was tested with 75 partici-
pants from Rwanda, Switzerland, and Thailand, plus 30
multicultural participants who have lived in at least two
different countries.

Our findings show that MOCCA’s initial adaptation rules
accurately match 51 percent of our participants’ preferences
on average.  With a simple learning procedure, MOCCA was
able to improve and achieve an average prediction accuracy
of 61 percent.  By comparison, users’ preferences were
matched only 33 percent of the time with randomly created
interfaces.

Consequently, our contributions are as follows:  First, we
present a theoretically founded novel approach for auto-
matically adapting interfaces to cultural preferences.  We
introduce a cultural user modeling ontology, an algorithm to
approximate a person’s cultural background, a set of
literature-derived user interface adaptation rules, as well as a
user interface adaptation ontology.  We show how these
elements combine into a prototype web application.  Second,
we empirically evaluate this approach using the prototype,
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and demonstrate that our approach is able to approximate
cultural preferences.

In the following section, we introduce prior work on which
we based our method for designing for cultural adaptivity.  Its
subsections detail findings in cultural anthropology, the
influence of culture on UI preferences, and how the literature
has tackled the problem of acquiring information about a user.
Important findings from previous work on adaptive systems
and their implications for our approach are also discussed. 
We then describe our methodology and our approach to
cultural adaptivity.  We developed five different artifacts that
demonstrate the approach and detail its implementation in a
prototype application.  Next, we describe an evaluation of the
prototype.  The final sections discuss limitations, future work,
and conclusions.

Related Work

Our contribution is novel in that we present the first approach
that enables user interfaces to adapt to the preferences of
people of any national culture, and any combination of dif-
ferent national cultures, by automatically changing various
user interface aspects.  A major obstacle to the development
of comparable approaches in the past might have been the
lack of knowledge about culture, what aspects it includes, and
how it influences design preferences and perception.  This
information is indispensable for developing adaptation rules
that trigger modifications of the UI.  For an approach to
cultural adaptivity we need to (1) know what culture is (i.e.,
what aspects of one’s life it is influenced by), (2) understand
how singular aspects of culture affect UI perception,
(3) acquire user-specific information about these aspects,
(4) translate the aspects into adaptation rules, and (5) develop
systems that are flexible enough to cater to the rules.  We
review the relevant work on these open questions and, based
on the literature, establish the requirements for cultural
adaptivity.

The Intangible Nature of Culture

Information systems research has long acknowledged that
cultural differences can inhibit the successful use of infor-
mation technology (Leidner and Kayworth 2006), and its user
acceptance (Kappos and Rivard 2008).  The differences have
mostly been analyzed on a national or an organizational level
of culture, both of which are often closely intertwined
(Leidner and Kayworth 2006).

Anthropology discusses a more complex view of the term:
There, culture is often (loosely) described as a common

“programming of the mind” (Hofstede 1997, p. 1007), which
leads certain cultural groups to collectively share values and
preferences (Callahan 2005).  A major impediment to a more
finite definition of culture is that the term cannot be equated
with a specific country, nor can its effects be confined by
artificial country borders.  While a person’s nationality does
influence the cultural identity to some extent (Hofstede 1997),
people can belong to several cultures (and nations) and mental
affiliations to another culture can shape a person’s values, as
in the case of migration (Gupta and Ferguson 1997).  Hence,
former residences and a differing nationality of parents could
change a person’s predominant values.  In addition, there are
several influences on the formation and development of one’s
own culture.  For example, the general behavior and mode of
interaction in a country influences people’s cultural values
(Karahanna et al. 2005).  Political orientation and social struc-
ture affect whether people think in a more self-centered mode
or define themselves more as a member of a group (i.e., a
family) (Hofstede 2001).  Independent from countries and
their cultural values, a person moves within cultures and
subcultures on a more individual level.  This is the case, for
example, if a person is influenced by an organizational
culture.  Additionally, people’s education level can determine
their openness to adopt foreign cultural values (Hayward and
Siaya 2001), their mother tongue (and possible foreign
languages) impacts their thinking and perception (Nisbett and
Masuda 2003), and the intensity of their belief determines
how religion influences their daily habits and principles. 
Hence, the magnitude of how the various aspects of culture
affect a person’s values has to be assessed on an individual
level.  Culture does not produce groups of people with
uniform codes of behavior, but it creates groups that share
similar thinking to some extent.

Given the amorphous nature of cultural background, the
nation as a territorial concept is a frequently used proxy indi-
cator.  In fact, the majority of research in Information Systems
addressing cultural differences focuses on a person’s or a
group’s affiliation to a country (Leidner and Kayworth 2006).
To facilitate comparisons between national cultures, cultural
anthropologists have tried to define culture with a definite set
of constructs.  Examples are the cultural classifications
developed by Hall and Hall (1990), Hofstede (2001), and
Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner (1997) (for an overview,
see Zahed et al. 2001).  Of all these classifications, Hofstede’s
work has received the most attention (Ford et al. 2003),
presumably because it facilitates the comparison of more than
74 countries2 by providing tangible scores (Hofstede ND). 
After a large-scale quantitative analysis in these countries, he

2Hofstede analyzed the data of IBM employees in 40 countries between 1967
and 1973.  He then extended the analysis to 50 countries and 3 regions,
before including a total of 74 countries and regions after 2001.
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distinguished between the five dimensions of power distance
(PDI), individualism (IDV), masculinity (MAS), uncertainty
avoidance (UAI), and long term orientation (LTO) (Hofstede
2001).  Every country received five scores (one for each
dimension), by which countries can be compared to one
another.  Power distance, for example, describes the extent
that hierarchies take place and are accepted within a society. 
In countries that have been assigned a high power distance
score (e.g., Russia or China), inequalities are believed to be
much more acceptable in society than in low power distance
countries such as Austria or Denmark.  The people in highly
individualist countries (e.g., the United States) are usually
seen as more independent from a group, such as from a
family.  In contrast, people in collectivist countries (e.g.,
many Latin American and Asian countries) often see them-
selves as part of a group.  Hofstede’s third dimension,
masculinity, refers to more competitive societies versus more
feminine countries, in which consensus and caring for the
weak is seen as more desirable.  Societies that tolerate
uncertainty, ambiguity, and unstructured situations fairly well
were further classified as having a low uncertainty avoidance.
Hofstede later added a fifth dimension, long term orientation,
which describes societies’ feel of time.  Countries with a
short-term orientation (e.g., Ghana, Philippines) are believed
to focus on the nearer future, for example, on fast accom-
plishments.  In contrast, long-term oriented countries, such as
Taiwan or China, are seen as more traditional, relationships
are more important; they tend to save for the future, and are
more willing to work toward long-term goals.

Hofstede’s work has often been criticized because his classifi-
cation reduces culture to nationality (hence, the name national
culture) and ignores ongoing changes in a person’s or a
group’s shared cultural values (McSweeney 2002; Myers and
Tan 2002).  Hofstede derived his dimensions by comparing
data from IBM employees, and critics point out that they
might not be applicable to contexts outside of this specific
organizational culture (McSweeney 2002).  Whether they are
good predictors for UI preferences has been heavily debated,
with some researchers doubting the validity of the dimensions
(Khashman and Large 2010; Oshlyansky 2007). Others,
however, have demonstrated that certain dimensions can be
linked to users’ design choices with some success (Burgmann
et al. 2006; Callahan 2005; Dormann and Chisalita 2002). 
We build on his work because Hofstede’s dimensions are the
only national cultural classification that has been used to link
tangible country scores to UI preferences.

The Influence of Hofstede’s Dimensions
on UI Preferences

In the field of human–computer interaction, researchers have
put much effort into investigating culture on a national level

and into finding differences in the preferences of people
between countries (Ford and Gelderblom 2003; Sheppard and
Scholtz 1999).  Many of these researchers based their work on
the fact that, to some extent, design preferences of different
cultural groups are generalizable for the people within one
group (Ford and Gelderblom 2003; Sheppard and Scholtz
1999).  Other research has demonstrated that people within
the same cultural group even show similar navigation and
search behavior (Kralisch and Berendt 2004; Kralisch et al.
2005).  Hofstede’s advocates have further established a sub-
stantial base of work describing which UI aspects are
influenced by certain dimensions and their different score
ranges.  We have summarized these findings in Table 1,
which lists the influences with regard to high or low dimen-
sional scores compared to the world average.  It is important
to note that these studies have been conducted in different
contexts.  The connections in Table 1 are not necessarily
replicable using other websites or investigation procedures,
but they provide tangible hints on what a user might like.
With the information about a person’s national culture, for
example, it is feasible to phrase adaptation rules, such as “if
a user has a low score in the dimension power distance, then
provide a complex interface.”

Cultural Influences on UI Perception
and Preferences 

Beyond national cultures and Hofstede, there are many other
cultural aspects that shape a person’s preferences (see Table 2
for a summary).  Different languages have been found to
affect whether or not a person mostly concentrates on a
central object, as found for people speaking Western lan-
guages (Nisbett 2003).  Asian languages, in contrast, seem to
train people’s brain to equally perceive the context sur-
rounding a focal point (Nisbett 2003).  Research also found
that a language’s writing and reading direction determines the
spatial routines literate humans employ (Chan and Bergen
2005):  Initially, people direct their eyes to the start location
of their writing system orientation.    This finding has been
also shown to impact the center of attention on a screen,
suggesting that error messages and important interface ele-
ments should be placed according to the start location of a
person’s writing system orientation (Röse 2005).  Another
cultural influence is religion, which is often named as a
mediator of preferences for certain symbols and colors, and
implicitly the feeling of trust (Siala et al. 2004).  Furthermore,
varying education levels contribute to the creation of cultural
groups, so-called “subcultures” (Karahanna et al. 2005).  As
a very rough rule, people with a higher education level use the
computer more frequently than people with a low education
level (Microsoft 2004).  A high computer literacy, in turn,
could indicate that the user needs less support.  However, a
more concrete predictor of the need for support might be the
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Table 1.  Relationships between Hofstede’s Dimensions and UI Design Aspects (Reinecke 2011)

Low Score High Score Reference

Different access and navigation
possibilites; nonlinear navigation

Linear navigation, few links,
minimize navigation possibilities

Burgmann et al. 2006
Marcus and Gould 2000
Voehringer-Kuhnt 2002

Data does not have to be
structured

Structured data Marcus and Gould 2000

Most information at interface level,
hierarchy of information less deep

Little information at first level Burgmann et al. 2006
 Marcus and Gould 2000

Friendly error messages
suggesting how to proceed

Strict error messages Marcus and Gould 2000, 2001

Support is only rarely needed Provide strong support with the
help of wizards

Marcus and Gould 2000

Websites often contain images
showing the country’s leader or
the whole nation

Images show people in their daily
activities

Gould et al. 2000
Marcus and Gould 2000

In
d

iv
id

u
al

is
m Traditional colors and images Use color to encode information Marcus and Gould 2000

High image-to-text ratio High text-to-image ratio Gould et al. 2000

High multimodality Low multimodality Hermeking 2005

Colorful interface Monotonously colored interface Barber and Badre 1998

M
as

cu
lin

it
y

Little saturation, pastel colors Highly contrasting, bright colors Dormann and Chisalita 2002
Voehringer-Kuhnt 2002

Allow for exploration and different
paths to navigate

Restrict navigation possibilities Ackerman 2002

Personal presentation of content
and friendly communication with
the user

Use encouraging words to
communicate

Callahan 2005
Dormann and Chisalita 2002
Hofstede 1986

U
n

ce
rt

ai
n

ty
 A

vo
id

an
ce

Most information at interface level,
complex interfaces

Organize information hierarchically Burgmann et al. 2006
Cha et al. 2005
Choi et al. 2005
Hodemacher et al. 2005
Marcus 2000
Marcus and Gould 2000, 2001
Zahed et al. 2001

Nonlinear navigation Linear navigation paths / show the
position of the user

Baumgartner 2003
Burgmann et al. 2006
Corbitt et al. 2002
Kamentz et al. 2003
Marcus 2000
Marcus and Gould 2000, 2001

Code colors, typography & sound
to maximize information

Use redundant cues to reduce
ambiguity

Marcus and Gould 2000, 2001

L
o

n
g

 T
er

m
O

rg
an

iz
at

io
n Reduced information density Most information at interface level Marcus and Baumgartner 2004

Marcus and Gould 2000

Content highly structured into
small units

Content can be arranged around a
focal area

Marcus and Gould 2000
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Table 2.  Effects of Cultural Influences on Perception and Preferences

Cultural
Influences

Suggested UI adaptations Reference

Language Objects in focus, versus objects embedded in context Nisbett 2003

Reading/writing
direction

Left-to-right alignment, right-to-left alignment, or right-to-left/top-to-
bottom alignment of all interface elements

Chan and Bergen 2005

Place elements at the starting point of a person’s reading direction if
they require full attention

Röse 2005

Religion Different numbers of religious symbols, exchangeable for each religion Siala et al. 2004

Different color schemes:  colorfulness, brightness, and contrast Siala et al. 2004

Political
Orientation/social
structure

Objects in focus, versus objects embedded in context Schmid-Isler 2000

Different levels of hierarchy in the information presentation Schmid-Isler 2000

Variable complexity/information density Schmid-Isler 2000

Education level Different levels of support Microsoft 2004

Variable numbers of navigational cues Microsoft 2004

Form of instruction Nonlinear navigation versus linear navigation with instructions Liegle and Janicki 2006

Different levels of support Liegle and Janicki 2006 

form of education to which an individual is accustomed.  A
predominance of teacher-centered instruction at school can
have the effect that students are used to detailed instructions,
and that this habit transfers to the use of computers.  In fact,
cultures with a prevalence for teacher-centered instruction
often adopt the learning style of observers, and these are
thought to prefer a linear navigation (Liegle and Janicki
2006).

Acquiring and Storing Information About
a User’s Cultural Background

The strong effect of culture on people’s design preferences
suggests a rapid acquisition of information about users.  In
fact, in the best of all worlds we would have sufficient knowl-
edge about a user’s culture before he or she first accesses the
interface, because, as suggested by previous research, the first
impression counts (Lindgaard et al. 2006).

Related work has provided ideas on how to obtain user infor-
mation in order to subsequently adapt to certain aspects (e.g.,
by using questionnaires in an initial registration process; de
Bra 1999), through performance tests (Gajos et al. 2008), or
by observing the user’s interaction (Kralisch et al. 2005) as
exemplified in news personalization based on what a user has
previously accessed (Aggarwal and Yu 2002; Henze 2005).
Unfortunately, the last two methods do not seem to be directly
applicable for adapting to users’ cultural preferences, mostly
because the effects of cultural background on performance

and user interaction have yet to be fully understood.  A static
knowledge acquisition with the help of a questionnaire could
be a more promising solution.  However, long questionnaires
run the risk that users avoid the effort of filling in answers
(e.g., due to privacy concerns) and. thus, restrain from regis-
tering.  It is, therefore, advisable to keep the initial acquisition
process at a minimum but enable users to voluntarily provide
more information later to refine adaptations.

To store user information and ensure application-independent
access at the same time, researchers have proposed to use
distributed user models (Dolog and Nejdl 2003), where user
information is shared through ontologies (Zhou et al. 2005).
Ontologies are data models that describe a set of concepts
within a domain, and consider the relationship between these
concepts.  With that, they provide the means to specify a com-
mon understanding of the user modeling domain across
applications.  Research on such shared user models has been
conducted in the area of e-government with the portal adapta-
tion ontology (Stojanovic and Thomas 2006) and in e-learning
applications (Aroyo et al. 2006; Dolog and Nejdl 2003).  For
our purpose, these studies present a foundation that will need
to be extended to capture cultural elements of a user’s
preferences.

Adaptive User Interfaces

Adaptive systems are usually referred to as systems that are
able to adapt themselves to the user by acquiring information
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and triggering suitable modifications to the user interface
(Jameson 2008).  On the basis of a user’s profile, adaptive
systems provide personalized content (Aggarwal and Yu
2002; Henze 2005) or advertisements (e.g., as on the social
networking platform Facebook or next to Google’s search
results).  Most industrial systems do not offer a flexible and
automatic rearrangement of UI elements.

Huber (1803) questioned the benefit of adaptive systems over
a manual adaptation by the user.  Summarizing various
studies on decision support systems that automatically adapt
themselves to a user’s cognitive style, Huber argued that it is
inherently difficult, if not infeasible, to assign operational
design guidelines to users’ cognitive style.  One reason is that
cognitive style might only hint at a small subset of individual
design preferences.  Further, it has been suggested that adap-
tive systems do not adhere to usability principles (Höök
2000), and that it is important to maintain “controllability”
(Jameson and Schwarzkopf 2002).  Indeed, the amount of
control necessary for, or preferred by, a user can vary highly
(Kay 2001).

In line with discussions on the controllability, research has
described different options for introducing adaptations, and
for the timing of new adaptations (Dieterich et al. 1993):
(1) the user explicitly requests adaptations and then actively
chooses or rejects them, (2) he or she explicitly requests adap-
tations that are then automatically triggered, (3) the system
automatically recommends adaptations, but lets the user
decide whether to accept or reject them, or (4) the system
automatically triggers adaptations.  Jameson and Schwarzkopf
(2002) suggest that choosing a perfect solution for all users
from such different options is not possible, because it depends
on the individual experience of users, and on the type of
applications and its adaptations.

In more recent times, research has given a different view and
underlined the advantages of adaptive systems, which “repre-
sent the most promising solution to the contradiction between
striving to achieve cost-savings on the one hand and...cus-
tomer satisfaction on the other” (Maier 2005.  Supporting this
thesis, research has shown that systems that adapt the
presentation of their interface to the user’s abilities can indeed
improve performance (Gajos et al. 2008; Hurst et al. 2007;
Hurst et al. 2008).  Moreover, adaptive interfaces can have
immense economic benefits:  Hauser et al. (2009) demon-
strated that adapting the presentation of advisory information
on a website to users’ cognitive style can increase purchase
intentions.  In their work, the adaptations support users when
making purchase decisions by adapting the image-to-text ratio
and the level of detail of the information that is being
presented (Hauser et al. 2009; Urban et al. 2009).  Their

success at least partly refutes Huber’s early advice that using
cognitive style to adapt decision support systems is not
worthwhile.

In previous work on adaptive systems, few researchers have
aimed to personalize the entire visual presentation of user
interfaces to increase a user’s perception of appeal.  This is
despite the fact that many researchers acknowledge the
importance of a user’s first impression of a website design
(Lindgaard et al. 2006) and the decisive role of culture on
whether a user gets a good or bad impression, or develops a
feeling of trust toward a particular design (Cyr et al. 2005).

Many researchers have also raised concerns that localization
does not sufficiently cater to the variety of cultural prefer-
ences, but only a few researchers have proposed intelligent
approaches to cater to users’ individual cultures.  Work in this
direction has mainly concentrated on tutoring systems, with
researchers arguing that the learning style is highly influenced
by culture (Blanchard et al. 2009; Kamentz and Womser-
Hacker 2003).  That work, however, is concentrated on adap-
tations of the content (e.g., the instructions provided to
learners) and did not envision a modification of interface
elements.  Adaptations on the interface level were incor-
porated in Heimgärtner (2005), but were only indicated for
specific countries and did not include multicultural influences.

Overall, our goal differs from previous research in that we
aim to personalize the information presentation by adapting
all user interface aspects that are perceived and preferred
differently between cultures.  In addition, our goal is to pro-
vide users with interfaces that correspond to their own design
choices, and to predict these design choices before the user
sees the initial interface.  Hence, in contrast to previous
research, which has mostly attempted to improve objective
metrics such as performance (reducing time/error rates) or
sales (increasing purchase intentions) our aim is to meet a
subjective metric:  a users’ overall perception of good design.

Research Approach

The research presented here follows a design science research
approach.  Hevner et al. (2004) described design science
research as a build-and-evaluate process with the goal of pro-
ducing a set of artifacts.  Our main goal was to define and
develop artifacts that support cultural adaptivity of user inter-
faces.  Since cultural adaptivity is a novel approach, its design
can be seen as a search process (Hevner et al. 2004) involving
an iterative evaluation and refinement of artifacts.  The
research approach we employed follows Peffers et al. (2007)
(see also Figure 1).
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Figure 1.  Design Science Research Methodology (Following Peffers et al. 2007)

We first identified the problems of conventional localization:
(1) user interfaces are usually designed for only a few target
cultures, (2) the process of designing special interfaces for
each of these target cultures is time-consuming and costly,
and (3) the interfaces usually only differ in language and a
few minor visual aspects.

We then defined concrete objectives to inform the require-
ments of a possible solution to the above-mentioned prob-
lems.  Our first objective is to find a solution that caters to
users of any national culture, as well as to users who have
been influenced by several different national cultures.  The
large variety in users’ cultural backgrounds makes it neces-
sary to find ways for an automatic adaptation of the user
interface.  A second objective is to reduce the development
effort.  Modular user interfaces that allow a flexible compo-
sition of various interface elements increase the number of
variations of this interface element to the power of the number
of adaptable interface elements.  For example, if we have 3
design variations for the style of a button, and 3 design
variations for the text within this button, the button could take
on from 9 to 32 different designs.  Thus, instead of designing
each interface version from scratch, a modular user interface
approach allows us to achieve many more versions with less
design effort.  The modular approach is also beneficial for our
third objective, which is to allow comprehensive modifica-
tions of the interface.  The requirement, therefore, is to create
different designs for all those parts of the interface that are
subject to cultural preferences.

At the design stage (see number 3 in Figure 1), we were
unaware of the nature of cultural background, of how prefer-
ences differed between cultures, and hence, which user inter-

face modifications were needed.  We inferred the require-
ments for our artifacts by drawing on theoretical foundations
in the related fields of cultural anthropology, cognitive
science, and human–computer interaction.  We further com-
bined knowledge and techniques from the research fields of
user modeling and adaptive systems in order to make design
decisions that fundamentally influenced the direction of our
approach.

Building on this theory, we developed several artifacts to
support cultural adaptivity and, where possible, evaluated
alternatives of major design decisions.  The prototype web
application builds on four artifacts (a cultural user model
ontology, an algorithm to approximate a user’s cultural back-
ground, adaptation rules, and an adaptation ontology).  For
demonstration purposes, the prototype was trialed by trig-
gering adaptations for fictitious users.  We compared the
resulting interfaces for these fictitious users to the specifica-
tions in the adaptation rules and eliminated any technical
errors.  This step served as a technical review of the prototype
to ensure that user interfaces were correctly composed at a
theoretical level.

Following the theoretical validation of our approach, we
evaluated whether the user interfaces corresponded to users’
preferences.  We conducted four studies, one with culturally
ambiguous users who have been influenced by various
national cultures, and three with participants who have always
lived within the same national culture.  The results of these
four studies were used to inform improvement possibilities,
which we evaluated in a further iteration of the design pro-
cess.  These evaluation results are presented in this paper.
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Designing for Cultural Adaptivity

In this section, we will describe how our objectives for cul-
tural adaptivity informed the development of various artifacts
that support cultural adaptivity.  These artifacts include a
cultural user model ontology, an algorithm to approximate a
user’s cultural background, adaptation rules, and an adapta-
tion ontology, as well as a prototype to-do list web application
called MOCCA, which is an artifact instantiation (Hevner et
al. 2004) developed to instantiate our approach.

Artifact 1:  A Cultural User Model Ontology

In collaboration with cultural anthropologists, we have pre-
viously established a list of aspects that influence cultural
background (Reinecke et al. 2010).  We focused on extracting
those aspects of culture that impact interface preferences by
conducting a thorough literature review on related work from
various research fields, such as cultural anthropology, cogni-
tive science, and human–computer interaction.

To create a knowledge base with this information, all of these
aspects are defined in a cultural user model ontology devel-
oped in the web ontology language OWL (McGuinness and
van Harmelen 2004).  The ontology has the advantage that it
can contain a complex and extendable model of the user’s cul-
tural background, which unifies the knowledge across appli-
cations, as suggested by Dolog and Nejdl (2003).  In addition,
it is application-independent, meaning that the knowledge has
to be acquired only once while still being accessible to an
infinite number of applications.

As shown in Figure 2, the central concept in our cultural user
model ontology is the Person class with its disjoint3 sub-
classes Female and Male, which can be used as control
variables as suggested by Kamentz and Womser-Hacker
(2003).  A so-called datatype property (i.e., a connection
between an object and a literal) hasYearOfBirth with the
value year representing the user’s age, which can be inferred
from the sum of all durations the user has lived at current and
former residences.  The Person class further links to the
classes PoliticalOrientation, SocialStructure,
Religion, EducationLevel, FamiliarFormOf
Education, and ComputerLiteracy.  All of these
classes are interconnected through datatype properties
modeling the impact on the user’s cultural background (see

the legend in Figure 2).  This impact factor can be customized
by the application or the user (e.g., with the help of a user
model editor).  Additionally, each of these knowledge classes
is connected to all relevant individuals.  The class
Religion, for example, provides instances of different
religious beliefs as well as of major philosophies.

To model the cultural influence of different places of resi-
dence, the ontology comprises the object properties (linking
two classes) hasCurrentResidence and hasFormer
Residence, all having the range Location.  The property
hasCurrentResidence is functional, and therefore cam
have at most one individual relating to it.  Location is
further subdivided into the subclasses Continent and
Country, which contain individuals of all continents as well
as of all countries listed in ISO 3166 (International Organi-
zation for Standardization 1997a).

In addition, datatype properties of the range integer record the
months of residence for each instance of current
Residence and formerResidence.  With the help of
the datatype property hasYearOfBirth, which provides us
with information about the user’s age, we can calculate the
cultural influence of each of these locations on the user.  The
algorithm for this calculation is described in the next section.
The ontology has been complemented with the class
Language, which is subdivided into the disjoint subclasses
Mothertongue and SecondLanguage.  A person’s
native language cannot be specified as a second language.  As
with the other classes within the domain Person, both can
be assigned an impact factor, and both inherit an integrated
language ontology from Language as listed in ISO 639
(International Organization for Standardization 1997b).  All
languages have been assigned a reading direction, which later
triggers adaptations of the alignment of interface elements.

A specific design decision was made by additionally incor-
porating Hofstede’s classification into the ontology.  Previous
work suggests that his cultural dimensions can be linked to
user interface preferences.  If this is the case, including the
dimensions would (1) support the calculation of a user’s
cultural background, as we will describe in more detail in the
next section, and (2) generalize our knowledge of user pre-
ferences, which is otherwise restricted to the most well-
researched countries, such as the United States or China.
Instead of directly linking certain adaptations to a specific
country, we could link them to dimensions and, thus, also
provide adaptations for those countries that research has so far
ignored.  We assume that these hypotheses are correct, but if
not, this component of our approach can be extended or
replaced with other cultural models in future work.

3In OWL, classes can be separated by disjoining them to restrict instances to
only one of these classes.
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Figure 2.  The Set of Cultural Variables and Aspects that Impact UI Preferences, Modeled in a Cultural
User Model Ontology

Artifact 2:  An Algorithm to Approximate
Cultural Background

The conversion of a user’s country information into a personal
cultural background is achieved by an algorithm, which
traverses the following steps:

• The application enquires about the user’s current and
former places of residence as well as about the respective
durations.  In this first approach to cultural adaptivity, we
have limited the initial registration process to only three
questions.

• This information is passed onto the server, where it is
stored in the user-specific instance of the cultural user
model ontology.

• The application receives the cultural dimensions for each
of the user’s places of residence from the cultural user
model ontology.

• The application calculates the percentage influence of
each residence with the help of the single duration and
the cumulative time span (which is assumed to be
roughly equal to the user’s age in months):

(1)influenceOfCountryN = monthlyDurationOfStayInCountryN

ageInMonths

• For each of Hofstede’s five dimensions, and conse-
quently for each country of residence, the algorithm then
calculates a new score:

(2)userDimScore countryScore influenceOfCountryH H i
i

N

= ∗
=


1

with H being one of Hofstede’s five dimensions; N being
the number of different countries of residence, and
countryScore being the Hofstede score that a country
received in the respective dimension.

• The new cultural dimensions are compared to the world
averages that are stored in the cultural user model
ontology.  In the adaptation rules, the deviation from the
world average now provides information about which
rules are triggered.

Accordingly, the weighted averages of the different national
cultures a user is influenced by can be translated to specific
adaptations of the UI.  Here, using Hofstede’s dimensions as
a basis for the adaptation rules has two advantages:  First, we
can build on the numerous studies that have related certain
dimensions to UI aspects and listed differences in cultural
preferences for low and high scores of each dimension.  In
combination, these findings can be reformulated to serve as
adaptation rules.  Second, the national interpretation of culture
by Hofstede allows us to associate a person’s current and
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former countries of residence with interface preferences.  The
proposed linear combination of influence of former residences
(in equations 1 and 2) can only serve as a first approximation
as it is unclear whether the different stages in people’s life
have equal impact on their culture.  Having spent one’s school
years in a certain country, for example, may have a stronger
influence on one’s cultural outlook than years spent in
retirement, but we cannot generalize such assumptions.  We,
therefore, weight the influence of a certain country on a
person’s extended national culture purely according to the
time this person spent in a country.

Different forms of the algorithm were evaluated and results
were used to iteratively refine the final calculation.  Speci-
fically, we conducted a preliminary evaluation (Reinecke and
Bernstein 2008), in which we aimed to predict participants’
answers in a set of survey questions based on the information
about their extended cultural background.  During the anal-
ysis, we adjusted several variables in the algorithm, for
example, factoring in the parents’ nationality or weighing the
influence of countries differently according to when a parti-
cipant lived there.  We settled on the algorithm version where
the calculation of the participant’s extended cultural back-
ground best correlated with their user interface preferences.

Artifact 3:  Adaptation Rules

Our adaptation rules were informed by literature on cultural
influences on preferences and perception, which we intro-
duced earlier (the findings of previous studies were sum-
marized in Table 1 as a list of general adaptation rules).  In
a preliminary study, we were able to validate the specified
mapping of Hofstede’s dimensions to certain UI preferences
(Reinecke and Bernstein 2008).

For use in any application, the general adaptation rules have
to be tailored to suit the specific domain—in our case to the
UI of a to-do list application called MOCCA.  To develop
such specific adaptation rules we iteratively traversed the
stages of analysis, design, and implementation multiple times.
The process made use of different sources of inspiration.  We
compared and analyzed variations in the designs of two inter-
national webpages, which were chosen because of their high
number of page requests:  the different national websites for
the 2008 Olympic Games in Beijing4 and the various national
versions of the online encyclopedia Wikipedia.5  While the
national versions of the Olympic Games websites were
designed freely, and thus, varied heavily in the representation

of content, Wikipedia restricts the localized versions to a
certain design, which undoubtedly increases the recognition
value.  Nevertheless, variations in the design interpretations
of the localized versions were recognizable in both websites,
suggesting that the designs were developed by local design
teams.  We, therefore, assumed that the websites represented
the preferences of the general audience in the respective
country.

As a next step, we aligned the localized web pages with
Hofstede’s cultural dimension scores and with previous
evaluations on the relation between the dimensions and UI
designs.  The way the localized web pages implemented cul-
turally specific features especially helped us generate ideas on
how our application could incorporate the rules.  Table 3
describes the outcome of this endeavor with 10 adaptable
interface aspects, and their specific effects when adapted to a
low, medium, or high score for certain dimensions of
Hofstede in our to-do application MOCCA.  The table shows
the adaptation rules “extremes” for each of Hofstede’s
dimensions and UI aspect; these adaptation rules can be
further refined by adding different changes in the UI that
mirror this gradation.

The adaptation rules can be incorporated into any application
by simply following conditional statements, such as if
(UAI = high) then show wizard.  However, in
order to retain flexibility and be able to learn and refine rules,
it makes more sense to detach Hofstede’s dimensions and
scores from the adaptable interface aspects.  We have
addressed this issue with an adaptation ontology, which we
will describe in the following section.

Artifact 4:  An Adaptation Ontology

According to the number of possible adaptations, as described
in Table 3, a culturally adaptive system needs to be extremely
flexible in the composition of the various interface compo-
nents in order to cater to the different user profiles and the
corresponding adaptation rules.  For example, each interface
element should be available in different versions, the number
of elements and functionalities visible at first sight has to be
adaptable, and the placement of interface elements should be
as versatile as possible.  Thus, the application has to take over
parts of the usual design process performed by human
designers via the calculation of the best possible position of
elements for the respective user profile.  For this purpose, we
have developed an adaptation ontology for the domain of web
applications (described in detail in Appendix A), which incor-
porates those parts of an interface that are dependent on
cultural preferences.  The adaptation ontology can be reused
and extended to suit specific UI designs and could be easily
modified (e.g., for use in mobile applications).

4http://www.beijing2008.cn.

5http://www.wikipedia.org.
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Table 3.  MOCCA’s Adaptation Possibilities According to a Classification of the User’s Cultural
Dimension Score into Low, Medium, or High

Interface Aspect:
Linked to

Dimension: Low Medium High

Information Density Long Term
Orientation (LTO)

To-do items provide little
information at first sight,
requiring a user to click be-
fore seeing more information

To-do list shows all in-
formation at first sight

Complex version that
additionally presents
encoded information
with big icons

Navigation Power Distance
(PDI)

Tree menu and to-dos in list
view, allows nested sorting

Flat navigation and list
view, or tree menu and
icon-represented to-do
list

Flat navigation and
icon-represented to-do
list

Accessibility of
functions

Power Distance
(PDI)

Functionalities are always
accessible but grayed out if
not needed

Functionalities appear on
mouse-over

Functionalities are
always accessible

Guidance Uncertainty
Avoidance (UAI)

While users enter a dialog, all
other information on the UI
retains visible and accessible

Information other than
the current dialog is still
visible, but inaccessible

Unnecessary informa-
tion is hidden in order to
force users to concen-
trate on a currently
active dialog

Structure Power Distance
(PDI)

Minimum structure:  Different
elements of the UI are only
structured through alignment

Elements are separated
and each color- coded
for better distinction

Maximum structure: 
Elements are bordered
and affiliations between
information is accen-
tuated across elements

Colorfulness Individualism
(IDV)

Many different colors A medium number of
colors

The UI is homogene-
ously colored

Saturation Masculinity (MAS) Pastel colors with little
saturation

Medium saturation and
contrast

Highly contrasting,
bright colors

Support Uncertainty
Avoidance (UAI)

On-site support with the help
of short tool- tips

The UI offers question
mark buttons that
expand into help bubbles

An adaptive wizard that
is always visible

The core task of the ontology is to store information about an
element’s possible placement areas within the UI, and to
connect the different versions of each UI element with a
specific score for one or more of the cultural dimensions.  The
element with the score closest to the one stored in the user’s
cultural user model instance is later selected by the
application and taken for the composition of the personalized
interface.

While the adaptation ontology is designed to define possible
interface compositions, the application itself has the respon-
sibility of retrieving and interpreting this information.  It is,
therefore, interwoven with the cultural user model ontology,
which stores the information about the user’s cultural back-
ground including his or her dimension scores.  The retrieval
of these scores is a precondition for triggering the corre-

sponding adaptations:  At first, the application has to read out
the user’s scores and, possibly, other information about the
user’s cultural background.  Second, it has to look up the
corresponding adaptation rules in the adaptation ontology by
traversing the interface elements for ones that correlate with
the user’s scores.  Note that this correlation has to be defined
by the application; in our approach, the UI elements are
chosen according to what gives the smallest difference
between the user’s cultural score in the related dimension and
the score assigned to the respective UI element.  After this
comparison has been completed, the application can compose
the UI.  Since this is subject to implementation details and the
technologies used, we will describe the information extraction
process from the ontology, as well as the composition of the
UI with our culturally adaptive web application MOCCA in
the next section.
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Artifact 5:  A Prototype Culturally
Adaptive System

As a proof-of-concept and experimental vehicle, we have
developed MOCCA, a web application that serves as a to-do
list tool, helping users to access and manage their tasks
online.  The advantage of this application is that it relies on
user-generated content (such as to-dos) and, thus, cannot
influence participants with content or information that might
be culturally biased.  Some examples of MOCCA’s interfaces
are shown in Figure 3.  MOCCA is able to adapt its interface
to the user’s cultural background based on the procedure
described in Figure 4.

1. During the registration process, MOCCA asks the user
about his/her current country of residence, about former
countries he/she has lived in, and the length of stay in
each country.

2. MOCCA derives the percentage influence of each of
these countries according to the duration of the user’s
stay at those places.  In the case of Figure 4, the user
previously lived in Norway and Australia, but spent the
majority of her life in China.  This user-specific infor-
mation is stored in the cultural user model ontology.

3. For each of the user’s countries of residence, MOCCA
retrieves Hofstede’s scores from the cultural user model
ontology.

4. MOCCA calculates a five-dimensional vector based on
the weighted averages of the different national cultures. 
Each dimension in this five-dimensional vector is labeled
low, medium, or high depending on its world average:
Scores that fall below or exceed the world average score
for the corresponding dimension by ±10 points, are
classified as medium, and scores below or above this
range as low or high respectively.  The five-dimensional
vectors and their labels are passed on to the adaptation
ontology.

5. The labels for each dimension are now mapped to certain
adaptations of MOCCA’s interface.  For our example
user, MOCCA’s adaptations would include increased
guidance, shallow menu structures, strong colors, and a
complex interface, as shown in Figure 3(a).

According to Table 3, MOCCA considers eight adaptable
aspects of the interface, each of which can be individually
altered to either a low, medium, or high classification of the
dimension with which they are associated.  In addition,
MOCCA can adapt itself to the user’s reading direction (i.e.,

left-to-right, right-to-left).  The technical implementation that
allows these possible combinations of user interface elements
is described in Appendix B.  With this initial adaptation
process, MOCCA relies on estimating the user’s cultural
background based on a weighted average of national cultures.
Note that MOCCA enables further refinement of a person’s
cultural background by entering more information into its user
model editor (e.g., about educational background or religion).
At any stage of use, changes in the cultural user model
ontology can then trigger adaptations of MOCCA’s UI.
Beyond this, MOCCA offers the possibility to manually
refine the look and feel of the UI with the help of its built-in
preference editor.

Experiments

We report on two summative evaluations of MOCCA’s ability
to adequately adapt to the varying UI preferences of users of
different cultural backgrounds.  The first study focuses on
participants with a multicultural background, whom we refer
to as culturally ambiguous, because they have been influ-
enced by several countries of residence.  We show that the
algorithm, which calculates the user’s cultural background
based on a weighted average of current and former resi-
dencies, is suitable for predicting their UI preferences.   Sub-
sequently, we evaluate MOCCA with culturally unambiguous
users who have only lived in one country.  This second set of
evaluations was conducted in Rwanda, Switzerland, and
Thailand.

Method

Participants.  To evaluate MOCCA’s performance for cul-
turally ambiguous participants (Study 1), we recruited 30
participants from the local university campus (age:  24–37,
mean = 28.7; 7 female).  The majority of participants had
lived in two or more countries (mean = 2.47, sd = 0.89).  For
Study 2 on the evaluation of participants who were influenced
by only one country of residence, we conducted experiments
in Rwanda, Switzerland, and Thailand.  The countries were
selected because of their physical distance (being located on
three different continents), which we expected to reflect cul-
tural diversity.  Figure 5 shows an overview of the Hofstede
scores for each of the three countries.  Note that Hofstede’s
studies did not include Rwanda, but the whole region of East
Africa.  In addition, Switzerland was one of the countries that
was not evaluated with regards to their long term orientation.
We adopted the German classification of a low long term
orientation (score 31), since it is likely that our Swiss German
participants would have been allocated a similar score.
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(a)  MOCCA with a button navigation, a wizard for increased
guidance, and strong colors.  Most explanatory items are replaced
by symbols, giving the interface a playful look and feel.

(b)  A monotonously colored version of MOCCA with a tree
navigation and a simple interface.

(c)  MOCCA with right-to-left alignment with the flat navigation on
the right side.

(d)  An interface with a medium complexity and a medium
colorfulness.

Figure 3.  Different Personalized Versions of MOCCA’s User Interface That Were Generated Taking into
Account the Users’ Cultural Backgrounds

Figure 4.  MOCCA’s Initial Adaptation Process with a User Who Has Previously Lived in China, Norway,
and Australia
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Figure 5.  Test Country Dimensions for Thailand, Rwanda, and Switzerland According to Hofstede

We recruited a total of 75 participants for Study 2:  30 parti-
cipants from Thammasat University in Bangkok, Thailand
(mean age = 20.7; 21 female), 21 participants from the
National University of Rwanda (mean age = 25.6; 4 female),
and 24 participants from the University of Zurich in Switzer-
land (mean age = 26.5; 8 female).  In order to minimize other
influences on participants’ national culture, only students at
university level (Person#hasEducationLevel 0
universityDegree in terms of our ontology) were
invited to take part in our studies, thus ensuring a high
education level amongst all participants.  We also controlled
for a high computer literacy (Person#has
ComputerLiteracy 0 high) to avoid a bias that could
result from a varying knowledge of common UI components
and functionalities.

Apparatus.  The evaluations used a modification of the paper
prototyping method (Snyder 2003), which is a common
usability testing procedure in user-centered design.
MOCCA’s interface was replaced by paper-based UI mock-
ups in shades of gray (see Appendix C for some examples),
which enabled participants to choose their preferred layout
without being influenced by colors.  Only the tasks on color-
fulness and saturation involved sets of colors from which
participants were asked to choose.

Procedure.  Prior to explaining the tasks, we asked partici-
pants to put themselves in the position of a UI designer, who
is developing the software for their own use.  Participants
were expected to consider their own experiences and prefer-

ences with UIs.  They were encouraged to take their time to
go through the tasks and to ask questions for clarification. 
We then briefly explained the application’s purpose and its
main functionalities (e.g., the possibility to create to-dos,
categories, and projects).

Participants were presented with an outline of the MOCCA
interface within which they were asked to place their choice
of UI elements.  For every task, participants were asked to
choose between three interface elements, as they are listed in
Appendix C.  They were able to see all three UI elements for
each task at once and arrange them freely.  Each participant
had to perform a total of eight tasks concerning the following
eight interface aspects (see also Table 3):  (1) information
density, (2) navigation, (3) accessibility of functions, (4) guid-
ance, (5) structure, (6) colorfulness, (7) saturation, and
(8) support.  The tasks were presented in the same order for
each participant as they partly built on one another.  The
presentation order of the three different choices of UI
elements per task was counterbalanced between participants.
We preceded each task with a short explanation, where the
main differences between the three choices were pointed out.
In order to avoid influencing the users’ decisions, we fol-
lowed a written script that enabled us to keep the explanations
both consistent and neutral.  Throughout the experiment,
participants were encouraged to think aloud and these com-
ments were noted.  On completion of each task, we took
photos of the arrangement on the UI outline (see Figures 6(a)
and 6(c) as an example).  The study ended with a small ques-
tionnaire soliciting information about the participant’s current
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(a)  The user interface as chosen by Participant 3 in our first experi-
ment (PDI = low, IDV = high, UAI = normal, LTO = low).

(b)  MOCCA’s automatically generated UI for Participant 3.

(c)  The user interface as chosen by Participant 3 in our first experi-
ment (PDI = high, IDV = low, MAS = high; UAI = low, LTO = high).

(d)  MOCCQA’s automatically generated UI for Participant 27.

Figure 6.  The Final Self-Built Interface in Comparison to the Interface Generated by MOCCA for Two
Different Participants

and possible former countries of residence with durations in
years and months.  We also recorded the nationality of the
participant’s father and mother as well as the participant’s age
and gender.  Participants were given monetary compensation
for their time.

Test Design and Analysis.  Our independent variables were
cultural background (five dimensions) and the user interface
design (with eight levels of interface aspects, corresponding
to eight tasks).  We used a within-subjects design so that the
eight tasks resulted in a complete user interface for each
participant.

Controlled variables were participant’s age, education level,
and computer literacy.  Our dependent measures were parti-
cipant’s choices of an interface element (low, medium, or
high) for each task.  Additionally, we were interested in com-

paring each participant’s self-designed UI to the one that
MOCCA provided for this participant.  Such variations
between the user’s choice when selecting one of three inter-
face elements per task and the element recommended by
MOCCA are recorded with the dependent variable choice-
deviation score.  Because there are three interface elements
per task, this score can take the values 0 (correct prediction),
1, and 2.  Every participant receives one choice-deviation
score per task.

The whole procedure for analysis was as follows:

• We first entered a participant’s information about current
and former countries of residences plus the respective
durations into MOCCA’s user modeling component,
which automatically classified the user into low, medium,
or high for each of the five dimensions.  This triggered a
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personalized UI for each participant, composed of those
elements that correspond to this classification.

• Participant’s choices in each of the eight tasks were also
translated into low, medium, or high following their
classification in Table 3.

• The comparison between a participant’s choices and the
interface elements that MOCCA generated according to
its adaptation rules then allowed us to calculate the
choice-deviation score.  If MOCCA had predicted a low
individualism, for example, and the user chose the corre-
sponding element in our test, we noted a deviation of 0.
If instead, he or she chose the medium element, the
deviation resulted in 1.  If MOCCA calculated a parti-
cipant’s uncertainty avoidance index to be high, but this
participant chose the UI element assigned to the category
low, we noted a deviation of 2 (the maximum deviation).
With these three choices between UI elements, the
probability of randomly guessing the right choice was 33
percent, or p = 1/3.

MOCCA’s prediction accuracy was evaluated based on the
frequency of the choice-deviation score being 0.  The higher
the number of times that MOCCA generated the same user
interface element for a task as chosen by the user, the higher
its prediction accuracy.  For analysis, we coded correct
predictions with 1, and incorrect ones with 0 per task and
participant.  Remember that the expected frequency of a
choice-deviation score of 0 was 33 percent, as this frequency
could have been achieved at random.  To test whether
MOCCA reached a significantly higher frequency, we used
Pearson’s chi-square test for categorical data (with one degree
of freedom).

We also used chi-square tests to investigate the distribution of
participants’ choices for each interface aspect and country in
order to note whether a significant majority (called majority
in the following) had chosen the same element.  This resulted
in a contingency table of three countries by three possible
choices with four degrees of freedom.  Additionally, the
distribution of choices between two countries was compared
with a chi-square test and a two countries by three possible
choices contingency table (two degrees of freedom).  For cell
counts with an expected frequency below five, we applied
Fisher’s exact test to follow-up results.

Adjustment of Data.  In the first experiment, we excluded
the task on structure from analysis after the majority of parti-
cipants made a choice contradictory to their oral statements.
Specifically, they found the design of the low-structure ver-
sion to be slightly confusing, and named this as a reason for
choosing one of the other versions.  Overall, the version for
a maximum structure (high PDI in Table 3) was preferred by

14 participants, which was different from the fairly even
distribution of choices we achieved testing other interface
aspects.  For the second experiment, we redesigned this UI
aspect taking into account participants’ comments.  The result
section on our first experiment with culturally ambiguous
participants therefore reports on the data from 7 tasks per-
formed by 30 participants.

Hypotheses.  We proposed the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis H.1(a):  MOCCA’s accurate predictions are
better than chance.  The initial adaptation rules based
on Hofstede’s dimensions are better in predicting the
user’s choices of interface elements (demonstrated by a
choice-deviation score of 0) than what can be expected
by chance.

Hypothesis H.1(b):  MOCCA’s mis-predictions are mostly
slight rather than severe.  The second highest frequency
of choice-deviation scores will be for the medium choice-
deviation value (1), indicating that in most cases where
there is not an exact match, the user’s choice is close to
MOCCA’s recommendation.  The fewest number of
choices are for maximum choice-deviation value (2).

H.1(a) and H.1(b) address the core assumption of our
approach:  the ability to predict the user’s preferences based
solely on his/her (extended) national culture.  If MOCCA
does not accurately predict the user’s choice, we assume that,
in the majority of cases, the prediction does not completely
oppose the user’s choice.

Hypothesis H.2:  UI preferences can be clustered by cul-
ture.  (Tested in the second experiment.)  The majority
of users within a (national) culture choose the same UI
elements.

H.2 tests if people from the same country have similar UI
preferences.  If positive, it could serve to refine our adaptation
rules based on the preferences of people of the same national
culture.  Moreover, a positive H.2 would confirm the need for
culturally adaptive systems even if our particular approach
fails.

Study 1:  Accuracy of the Adaptation Rules
for Culturally Ambiguous Users

The first study6 aims to evaluate whether MOCCA’s adapta-
tion rules are suitable for predicting UI preferences of multi-
cultural (or culturally ambiguous) users.

6Portions of this study have been reported in Reinecke and Bernstein (2009).
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Table 4.  Summary of the Prediction Results for N = 30 Culturally Ambiguous Users (in Percent)

Interface Choice/Task Dimension Correct Predictions Deviation of 1 Deviation  of 2

Information Density LTO 90.0 6.7 3.3

Navigation PDI 56.7 36.7 6.7

Accessibility of Functions PDI 60.0 40.0 0

Guidance UAI 66.7 30.0 3.3

Colorfulness IDV 50.0 36.7 13.3

Saturation MAS 53.3 26.7 20.0

Support UAI 50.0 50.0 0

Average 61.0 32.4 6.7

Depending on the task, the adaptation rules correctly pre-
dicted the preferences of at least 15 and at most 27 parti-
cipants (mean = 18, sd = 4.23), with an overall prediction
accuracy of 61 percent (see Table 4 for a summary of the
percentage occurrence of the choice-deviation scores for all
task).  Thus, compared to the 33 percent that could be
expected by chance, the results show that MOCCA is able to
correctly anticipate (choice-deviation score = 0) a majority of
participants’ preferences.

However, not all participants’ choices were accurately pre-
dicted.  An average of 9.1 (sd = 4.07) out of our 30 interna-
tional participants across all tasks received an interface
version that deviated from their own choice by one.  Only two
participants on average across all tasks (sd = 2.23) received
predictions with a choice-deviation score of 2.

Comparing our observed data per task with the result of
chance, our results show that the deviation scores are better
than a random assignment of interface choices (see Table 5).
This shows that our adaptation rules are beneficial for
predicting user preferences not just overall, but for every
single task.

According to these results, H.1(a) was supported:  The calcu-
lation of cultural dimensions based on Hofstede’s country
scores and the influences of other countries of residence
enabled us to correctly predict the majority of user interface
preferences.  In addition, the majority of mis-predictions
happened with a choice-deviation score of 1 for all tasks,
which supports H.1(b).

Distribution of Choices.  By analyzing our data based on an
equal distribution of probabilities with p = 1/3 we assumed
that participants’ choices were roughly balanced across our
three interface versions per task.  If one version had been
avoided by most or even all participants, this would suggest
that it was not well designed, or was flawed in some other

respect.  In our experiment, the distribution of choices was
balanced:  Elements assigned to a low score were chosen 72
times, the elements for a medium score 76 times, and the ele-
ments for a high score 62 times.  Thus, participants went for
the extremes in 134/210 of the cases (approximately  64%).

Impact of Other Cultural Influences.  Participants were
chosen based on a high computer literacy in order to avoid a
bias due to differences in the knowledge of common UI
functionalities.  Despite this, participants with strongly dif-
fering cultural backgrounds showed noticeable differences in
the choice of interface elements—an observation that will be
strengthened by the results of our next experiment.  We there-
fore assume that a high computer literacy and a regular use of
computers does not necessarily supersede cultural prefer-
ences; in other words, people do not automatically adopt the
same attitudes towards usability and aesthetics when regularly
being exposed to foreign user interfaces, as for example on
the Internet.  This is consistent with previous theories that cul-
tural exchange does not necessarily lead to a substantial adop-
tion of foreign values, but instead, the outside influence some-
times enhances one’s own cultural identity (Sahlins 1993).

Similarly, we anticipated higher education levels to result in
a more limited spread of choices, which were instead
uniformly distributed according to participants’ dimensions.
Thus, participants’ extended national culture seemed to have
a greater influence on their preferences than the subcultural
influence of a shared education level.

Finally, we looked at the influence of the parents’ nationality.
As cultural differences appear to develop early in life (Fernald
and Morikawa 1993), we expected the parents’ nationality to
have a strong impact on the participant’s preferences toward
parents’ cultural background.  After adding Hofstede’s dimen-
sions for parents’ nationality with an estimated impact of 25
percent to the participants’ dimensions, the score of 7 parti-
cipants (out of 30) changed in a way that it would trigger a
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Table 5.  Results Demonstrate That the Deviation Scores Are Better than a
Random Assignment of Interface Choices

Interface Choice/Task χ²(1) Significance

Information Density 44.08 p < .001

Navigation 7.6 p < .01

Accessibility of Functions 9.89 p < .01

Guidance 15.38 p < .001

Colorfulness 3.92 p < .05

Saturation 5.61 p < .05

Support 3.92 p < .05

different adaptation of the UI.  The number of correct predic-
tions (choice-deviation scores = 0), however, decreased for
six of the seven participants with the new adaptation, resulting
in an overall lower rate of correct predictions (mean before =
5.1, mean after = 3.4).  Hence, the parents’ nationality did not
enhance the prediction accuracy in our case—a result that is
in line with our preliminary evaluation, as briefly described
earlier in the Artifact 2 section.  Intuitively, we are almost
certain that a differing nationality of the parents does affect a
person’s cultural preferences, such as experienced with
migrants.  The reason we did not find any such changes in
participants’ preferences could be due to our small sample,
combined with the fact that all participants had a high
computer literacy, and a high education level.

Study 2:  Accuracy of the Adaptation Rules
for Users Influenced by Only One Country
of Residence

The results of our first study demonstrated that MOCCA, to
a large extent, is able to correctly predict preferences of cul-
turally ambiguous users.  This follow-up study was designed
to evaluate MOCCA’s performance for users who have lived
in only a single country, with three experiments in Thailand,
Rwanda, and Switzerland.  Apart from the validation of the
adaptation rules, it also aimed to find out whether preferences
for users of the same country are indeed similar, as previous
work suggests.  If this is the case, a learning mechanism could
be used to modify the adaptation rules by gathering knowl-
edge about the design preferences of people with a similar
cultural background.

The results of our experiments in Thailand and Switzerland
were comparable to our first study with culturally ambiguous
users.  MOCCA was able to accurately predict 60.8 percent
of the Thai participants’ preferences, and 56.8 percent of the

preferences of our Swiss participants.  Only in Rwanda did
our adaptation rules fail to perform better than chance with
only 24.4 percent accurate predictions.  The prediction results
for all three countries are shown in Tables 6, 7, and 8.
According to these results, H.1(a) was supported for Thailand
and Switzerland, but not for Rwanda.  Our hypothesis H.1(b)
was that if there were incorrect predictions, the majority of the
choice-deviation scores would be 1 rather than 2.  The results
for Thailand supported H.1(b) for all tasks but colorfulness
and saturation.  Rwanda showed a similar picture, with the
majority of incorrect predictions deviating by only one. 
However, two tasks on information density and colorfulness
did not confirm H.1(b) in Rwanda.  The choices of Swiss
participants contradicted our predictions with a choice-
deviation score of 2 for the three tasks structure, colorfulness,
and saturation.  The majority of tasks, however, showed
support for H.1(b) in Switzerland.

Interestingly, participants of the same country mostly agreed
in their choices.  In all three countries, a significant majority
of participants of the same national culture chose the same
element in at least six of eight tasks (p < .05), supporting H.2.
The main choices in each country are summarized in Table 9
and marked with an asterisk (*) if they matched our predic-
tions.  Nonsignificant results indicate that there was no agree-
ment in participants’ choices within that country.

Contrasting the relatively homogeneous choices within coun-
tries, participants’ preferences significantly differed between
countries for seven out of eight tasks (see column “Between
All Three Countries” in Table 10).  Only the second task,
which asked for the preferred navigation, showed similar
frequency distributions for all three countries.

We were not able to determine significant majority choices
for the navigation task for Thailand, and Rwanda.  Likewise,
our Swiss participants did not clearly favor one interface ver-
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Table 6.  Summary of the Prediction Results for N = 30 Thai Users (in Percent)

Interface Choice/Task Dimension Correct Predictions Deviation of 1 Deviation of 2

Information Density LTO 20.0 80.0 0

Navigation PDI 43.3 56.7 0

Accessibility of Functions PDI 56.7 43.3 0

Guidance UAI 83.3 16.7 0

Structure PDI 46.7 46.7 6.7

Colorfulness IDV 86.7 3.3 10.0

Saturation MAS 93.3 0 6.7

Support UAI 56.7 43.3 0

Average 60.8 36.3 2.9

Table 7.  Summary of the Prediction Results for N = 21 Rwandan Users (in Percent)

Interface Choice/Task Dimension Correct Predictions Deviation of 1 Deviation of 2

Information Density LTO 14.3 23.8 61.9

Navigation PDI 42.9 57.1 0

Accessibility of Functions PDI 28.6 71.4 0

Guidance UAI 19.1 61.9 19.1

Structure PDI 9.5 90.5 0

Colorfulness IDV 9.5 42.9 47.6

Saturation MAS 47.6 52.4 0

Support UAI 23.8 76.2 0

Average 24.4 59.5 16.1

Table 8.  Summary of the Prediction Results for N = 24 Swiss Users (in Percent)

Interface Choice/Task Dimension Correct Predictions Deviation of 1 Deviation of 2

Information Density LTO 54.2 33.3 12.5

Navigation PDI 37.5 45.8 16.7

Accessibility of Functions PDI 41.7 50.0 8.3

Guidance UAI 62.5 37.5 0

Structure PDI 37.5 25.0 37.5

Colorfulness IDV 62.5 12.5 25.0

Saturation MAS 75.0 0 25.0

Support UAI 83.3 16.7 0

Average 56.8 27.6 15.6
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Table 9.  Majority Choices for All Three Test Countries (* as predicted, significance of χ2-test with df = 2)

Interface Choice/Task Dimension Thailand Rwanda Switzerland

Information Density LTO high, p < .01 high, p < .05 low*, p < .05

Navigation PDI medium*, n.s. medium*, n.s. medium, p < .1

Accessibility of Functions PDI medium*, p < .001 high, p < .001 medium, p < .05

Guidance UAI medium*, p < .001 medium, p < .05 medium*, p < .001

Structure PDI low & med.*, n.s. low*, p < .05 low & high*, n.s.
Colorfulness IDV low*, p < .001 high, p < .001 high*, p < .01

Saturation MAS low*, p < .001 medium*, n.s. high*, p < .001

Support UAI medium*, p < .05 high*, p < .001 medium, p < .001

Table 10.  Differences in the Distribution of Choices Between Countries, and Between Rwanda and
Thailand, Who Share Mostly Similar Dimensions

Interface Choice/Task Dimension Between All Three Countries Between Rwanda and Thailand

Information Density LTO χ2
(4) = 16.92, p < .01 n.s.

Navigation PDI n.s. n.s.
Accessibility of Functions PDI χ2

(4) = 34.71, p < .001 χ2
(2) = 3.94, p < .05

Guidance UAI χ2
(4) = 11.67, p < .05 n.s.

Structure PDI χ2
(4) = 13.30, p < .01 χ2

(2) = 10.68, p < .01

Colorfulness IDV χ2
(4) = 41.71, p < .001 χ2

(2) = 30.09, p < .001

Saturation MAS χ2
(4) = 60.21, p < .001 χ2

(2)  = 24.70, p < .001

Support UAI χ2
(4) = 34.44, p < .001 χ2

(2) = 18.39, p < .001

sion over another in this task (p < .1; see Table 9).  The task
on structure showed a similar diversity in choices for Thailand
and Switzerland, while we did find a clear majority choice for
our Rwandan participants for this task.  Rwandans, in con-
trast, did not agree on a specific saturation of colors.  Of all
these tasks, however, structure is the only one that resulted in
controversial choices.  Our Swiss participants, for example,
equally favored the low and the highly structured version.
For all other tasks, we believe that a larger number of parti-
cipants in the future will help us to determine which interface
version is preferred by a majority of people in a specific coun-
try.  MOCCA’s resulting UIs for the three countries after
accounting for the majority choices look clearly different (see
the right column in Figure D1, Appendix D), which also
supports our argument that user interface preferences are
dependent on national culture.

Summary of All Results and Discussion

Both of our experiments showed promising results that mostly
support our design rationale to calculate a user’s extended
national culture using Hofstede’s dimensions.  Recall that this

decision was made in order to be able to infer user interface
preferences for any national culture, and any weighted
combination of different national cultures.  To this end, we
evaluated the extent to which MOCCA is able to present
participants with an interface that corresponds to their self-
built paper-prototype interface.  We will now summarize the
results of all experiments (see Table 11 for an overview of the
hypothesis testing).

H.1(a):  Across all participants and tasks, MOCCA’s adapta-
tion rules proved to be significantly better in predicting our
participants’ choices than a random assignment of UI ele-
ments.  Specifically, the calculation of a user’s extended cul-
tural background based on a weighted average of influences
of other countries of residence demonstrated a good
prediction accuracy (χ2

(1, N = 30), p < .01 across all seven tasks
for our culturally ambiguous participants).  H.1(a) was further
substantiated by the results of our evaluations in Switzerland
and Thailand, where MOCCA correctly predicted a majority
of participants’ preferences.  The hypothesis was not sup-
ported for Rwanda, where MOCCA’s prediction accuracy was
a mere 24.4 percent.
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Table 11.  Summary of the Hypothesis Testing Results  (Check
marks indicate that the hypothesis was supported)

Test Group H.1(a) H.1(b) H.2

Culturally ambiguous participants T T N/A

Thailand T T T

Rwanda V T T

Switzerland T T T

MOCCA’s failure to predict the choices of our Rwandan
participants could have several reasons.  First, Hofstede’s
dimensions do not include Rwanda, but summarize several
East African countries.  It is possible that the scores adopted
for Rwandans do not adequately represent their national
culture.  Second, our adaptation rules rely on a mapping of
previous studies on Hofstede’s dimensions to user interface
preferences.  These studies have mostly compared Europeans,
Americans, and Asians, while only a very few addressed
countries in Africa.  If correlations between Hofstede’s
dimensions and user interface preferences have been found in
those countries, it could be that additional studies in countries
in Africa would have refuted specific links between one
dimension and certain preferences.

However, the negative result for Rwanda has several impli-
cations for our approach.  We cannot readily assume that our
method generalizes to any country in this world.  This means
that it is important to provide users with the ability to manu-
ally modify the interface if the initial version is not suffi-
ciently adapted to their preferences.  MOCCA already offers
this possibility with its built-in preference editor.  Addi-
tionally, we believe that it is possible to refine our adaptation
rules over time, which is discussed in Appendix D.

H.1(b):  We assumed that prediction errors mostly occur with
a choice-deviation score of 1 and, thus, that MOCCA is able
to reduce those cases to a minimum where it falsely triggers
the completely opposite UI element (choice-deviation score
of 2).  We were able to substantiate this hypothesis with on
average 39.1 percent of the predictions deviating by 1, but
only 10.1 percent deviating by 2 from participants’ choices
across all experiments.

While these results are encouraging, they also indicate the
need for manual overrides:  in practice, offering an interface
aspect to users with opposing preferences without any
alternatives could mean that these users refrain from using the
application.  Hence, the finding confirms the need for inter-
vention possibilities that allow users to choose alternatives.

H.2:  The results of our second experiment are especially
interesting seeing that the use of national culture as a concept
to assume the same preferences for all users within one coun-
try is highly disputed.  Our experiments suggest that, when
controlling for education level and computer literacy, the
majority of participants of the same country do have similar
UI preferences.  Hypothesis H.2 was, therefore, supported for
all three test countries for at least six of eight tasks.  More-
over, participants’ choices highly differed between countries,
which indicates that preferences are indeed dependent on
national culture to some extent.  In Appendix D, we show a
possibility to improve MOCCA’s prediction accuracy by
learning from users’ majority choices.  The correct predictions
increased to 65.8 percent for Thailand and 60.4 percent for
Switzerland.  For Rwanda, the number of correct predictions
more than doubled with a new prediction accuracy of 54.2
percent.

Limitations and Future Work

As with most novel approaches, our research on cultural adap-
tivity has opened up possibilities for new and exciting future
research.

The experiments presented in this paper show that the con-
junction of artifacts designed can indeed be used to support a
cultural adaptive system.  Our experiments do not show,
however, if the design choices made were optimal.  First, the
ontologies (Artifacts 1 and 4) are both the result of a knowl-
edge engineering effort.  Other modeling techniques may be
more suitable for similar studies.  Future work needs to
compare these designs to others and establish their strengths
and limitations.  Second, the approximation algorithm (Arti-
fact 2) relied on the assumption that cultural influences could
be aggregated with a weighted linear model.  This assumption
counters the intuition that influences during school years or
from the parents’ background outweigh those of later years
(note that we did not find the latter effect).  We believe that
this simplified aggregation algorithm should deserve scrutiny
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in the future, once research has established a better under-
standing of how our aesthetic preferences evolve.  It would be
exciting to see whether other models, or a combination of
Hofstede with refining variables, result in more accurate
predictions.

Third, the adaption rules (Artifact 3) were the results of an
extensive literature review.  While we made every effort to be
exhaustive, our adaptation rules are based on findings in the
literature that are not entirely comparable, and the implica-
tions of study results are often a matter of interpretation.  This
is mainly due to different study designs, and varying
demographics of participants, which makes it impossible to
generalize findings, or compare the results of different
national cultures if they were not directly contrasted in one
and the same study.  Nevertheless, we were able to show that
our adaptation rules can serve as a basis for a library of
culture-related UI guidelines.

Last but not least, our prototype system, MOCCA, focused on
task management.  Arguably, further evaluations should also
address the generalizability of our approach for other domains
beyond that of a to-do list application.  The experiments them-
selves also entail some threats to validity.  In particular we
need a broader range of participants, both in terms of having
subjects with a higher cultural diversity (i.e., more countries)
and in terms of higher demographic diversity (e.g., in terms of
age distribution, prior education, etc.).  To expand on this
issue:  In our studies, we controlled for a high education level,
and a high level of computer literacy.  It would be interesting
to see how the prediction accuracy rate behaves, and whether
it can be even further improved if taking into account dif-
ferent education levels and computer skills, or other aspects
that influence culture.

Also, our experiments showed that some people’s preferences
were more predictable by our adaptation rules than others.  In
future evaluations, larger numbers of participants are needed
to analyze which factors lead users to deviate from the crowd.
Such a study could also lay the foundation to explore if the 60
to 70 percent threshold that we found in MOCCA’s prediction
accuracy can be passed with a better prediction method, back-
ground information, other user’s usage information, and/or
other personalization techniques.  In the future, we also plan
to investigate the effects of cultural adaptivity in a long-term
study by evaluating the initial user satisfaction, and com-
paring it to customer retention and the number of successful
transactions at different points in time.  Future work also
concerns the adaptation of content to cultural background, and
the integration of this into a holistic approach to cultural
adaptivity.

Conclusion

Today’s user interfaces are usually designed in a “one size fits
all” approach, disregarding the fact that design preferences
differ between cultures.  While more and more websites offer
localized versions of their content, the conventional approach
to localization is geared toward adaptations of the language
and date/time formats, but not toward the entire design.  This
ignores the variety of user preferences that needs to be con-
sidered in order to adapt to cultural background.  As a result,
many users access web pages or software interfaces that they
do not find appealing.

In this paper, we have argued that interfaces that automati-
cally adapt their entire presentation to a user’s national
culture—taking into account the current location and former
countries of residence—can better fit users’ preferences.  Our
main contributions are a design approach for culturally adap-
tive UIs, the introduction of different artifacts that support the
implementation, and an evaluation of how well the resulting
UIs fit users’ own design choices.  The approach to cultural
adaptivity assumes that it is possible to approximate culture
by calculating a weighted average of Hofstede’s country
scores based on a user’s residence history and map this
extended national culture to certain interface preferences.  To
evaluate this, we developed a prototype web application
called MOCCA, which is able to compose its UI of various
different elements, thereby adapting its look and feel to suit
users’ extended national culture.  In a comprehensive evalua-
tion of MOCCA and its adaptation rules, we asked 105
participants (30 multicultural, 30 Thai, 21 Rwandan, and 24
Swiss) to choose their preferred elements for different aspects
of a UI.  For each participant, these choices were then com-
pared to MOCCA’s automatically generated interface.  The
results demonstrated that our approach to cultural adaptivity
is able to anticipate up to 61 percent of user preferences
(compared to 33 percent that could have been achieved at
random).  MOCCA correctly predicted 61 percent of prefer-
ences of our multicultural users who had lived in at least two
countries.  In Thailand and Switzerland, MOCCA was able to
produce similar results with 60.8 percent and 56.8 percent
correct predictions, respectively.  A fourth experiment in
Rwanda showed that the adaptation rules did not adequately
represent Rwandan preferences with no more than 24.4
percent correct predictions.  However, the results in all three
countries substantiated our assumption that people of the
same national culture share similar preferences, suggesting
that we can learn from the majority preferences within one
country and override insufficient adaptation rules over time.

We therefore added a design iteration in which we imple-
mented a simple learning mechanism, and evaluated
MOCCA’s improvement for the three countries Rwanda,
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Switzerland, and Thailand.  Results produced an increase in
the prediction accuracy for all countries to an average of 60.1
percent correct predictions.

With these results in mind, it can be assumed that in the
future, culturally adaptive interfaces are technically feasible
and could provide a competitive advantage over localized, or
non-adapted, websites or software applications:  Users will be
less likely to turn to the competition if the software or website
corresponds to their (aesthetic) preferences.  We believe that
our approach to cultural adaptivity, extended with the
described learning capability to refine the adaptation rules,
provides a major building block for improving the inter-
national access to websites and applications—a goal that is
not only sensible from a business side, but has the potential to
help overcoming the international digital divide.
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Appendix A

The Adaptation Ontology

The adaptation ontology (shown in Figure A1) defines an element’s possible placement areas within the UI as well as its minimum and
maximum size.  Its main element is the class UserInterface, which defines general layout characteristics such as the colorfulness, color
saturation, and alignment of the interface.  It also specifies which UI element is currently used with the datatype property isUsed.  The UI
is further divided into the disjoint subclasses Header, Content, and Footer.  The class Header generally describes the top part of a web
page, which usually features a logo, a menu, and sometimes breadcrumbs showing the exact position within the hierarchy of web pages.  The
class Content can be divided into the disjoint subclasses Navigation, which contains several individuals such as a tree navigation, or a
flat, nonhierarchical navigation, and WorkArea.  The latter describes the part of the web page where the content is being presented, and this
presentation can be adapted with different levels of information density, guidance, and accessibilities of functions.  Additionally, the look and
feel of the Navigation and WorkArea changes according to various characteristics inherited from the classes Content and
UserInterface.

The ontology also determines the adaptation rules:  To derive the adaptations (i.e., certain versions of specific interface elements) that are
suitable for a person’s cultural background, all user interface elements (represented in the class UserInterface) are connected to the class
CumoValue.  The latter class stores the score for one or more of the cultural dimensions in five corresponding subproperties.  The element
with the score closest to the one stored in the user’s cultural user model instance is later selected by the application and taken for the
composition of the personalized interface.  Hence, the adaptation ontology also shows which element of the UI relates to which cultural
dimension (subproperties of the class CumoValue).
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Figure A1.  An Upper Layer of the Adaptation Ontology

Appendix B

Technical Implementation of MOCCA

In this appendix, we describe the technical implementation of our culturally adaptive prototype.  MOCCA is implemented according to a model–
view–controller architecture with the help of the open source framework Struts, which supports the interplay between the techniques shown
in Figure B1.  Struts also supported MOCCA’s internationalization, that is, the adaptation of all software strings to different languages
according to a specified locale.  So far, MOCCA offers the languages English, German, French, and Thai.  

Figure B1.  Overview of the Techniques and Scripting Languages Used in MOCCA
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In MOCCA, UI elements are developed as Java Server Pages (JSP), which can be loaded and compiled by an Apache Tomcat server at runtime. 
The use of AJAX (Asynchronous Javascript and XML) allows communication between the browser and server, without the need for a whole
page to be reloaded.  Design requirements are specified in cascading style sheet (CSS) files, the order of which is predefined in the adaptation
ontology.  According to this order, certain adaptation rules can overwrite layout and design settings as required for the specific cultural
background.  In order to communicate with the adaptation and cultural user model ontology, MOCCA makes use of the open source framework
Jena, which allows it to access and query the ontologies with the help of the query language SPARQL and an OWL API.  Additionally,
MOCCA is connected to a MySQL database, which is used to store to-dos, projects, and categories with the help of Hibernate, a framework
for object-relational mapping.  The prototype was iteratively tested and refined in order to ensure the suitability of adaptations by creating
fictitious users and comparing the resulting interfaces to the specifications in the adaptation rules.  Fictitious users were randomly generated
and fed into MOCCA’s user database according to their representation by the five-dimensional cultural vectors.  At this stage, the prototype
confirmed that it is technically possible to develop culturally adaptive systems with a sufficiently flexible interface.

Appendix C

Paper-Based Prototypes of MOCCA’s UI Elements

We used paper-based prototypes of different versions of MOCCA’s UI elements to conduct our experiments, some of which are shown in this
appendix.  Note that a participant’s choices determined the design of the three versions for the next tasks.  If a participant chose a high
information density in Task 1, for example, she would have been presented the following choices with an interface representing such a high
information density as well, as shown here with the interface elements of Task 3.  The complete set of paper prototypes can be requested from
the authors.

(a)  Low information density (low LTO) (b)  Medium information density
(medium LTO)

(c)  High information density (high
LTO)

Figure C1.  Task 1:  Different Levels of Information Density (LTO - Long Term Orientation)
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(a)  Tree menu (in combination with the to-dos in list
view for a low PDI, or in combination with an icon-
represented to-do for a medium PDI)

(b)  Flat navigation (in combination with the to-dos in list view for a
medium PDI, or in combination with an icon-represented to-do list
for a high PDI)

Figure C2.  Task 2:  Different Navigations Allowing for Different Levels of Flexibility (PDI = Power
Distance Index.  Note that this task builds on the participant’s choice in the first task.)

(a)  Functionalities always accessible,
but grayed out (low PDI)

(b)  Functionalities accessible on
mouse-over (medium PDI)

(c)  Functionalities always accessible
in a central place (high PDI)

Figure C3.  Task 3:  Different Accessibility of Functions (PDI = Power Distance Index)
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(a)  Users can freely switch between a
dialog and other information on the UI,
because everything remains both
visible and accessible (low UAI)

(b)  Information other than the current
dialog is still visible, but inaccessible
(medium UAI)

(c)  Functionalities always accessible
in a central place (high PDI)

Figure C4.  Task 4:  Different Levels of Guidance (UAI = Uncertainty Avoidance Index)
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(a)  Different regions of the website are only structured
through alignment (low PDI)

(b)  Different regions of the website are visually separated
(medium PDI)

(c)  Maximum structure with bordered elements emphasizing
their affiliation to projects and categories (high PDI)

Figure C5.  Task 5:  Different Levels of Structuring (PDI = Power Distance Index)
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Figure C6.  Tasks 6 and 7:  Different Color Palettes to Determine the Preferred Colorfulness and
Saturation
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(a)  On-site support with the help of short tool tips (low UAI)

(b)  Question mark buttons that expand into help bubbles offer comprehensive
on-site support medium (UAI)

(c)  An adaptive help wizard offers the most comprehensive help (high UAI)

Figure C7.  Task 8:  Different Levels of Support 9UAI = Uncertainty Avoidance Index)
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Appendix D

Design Iteration:  Improvement of the Adaptation Rules Through Learning

While the evaluations with our culturally ambiguous, Thai, and Swiss participants all showed similar and reliable results with an average correct
prediction accuracy of 59.5 percent, MOCCA merely predicted 24.4 percent of the preferences of our Rwandan participants correctly.  The
Rwandan participants made very similar choices (see Table 9), but these choices systematically differed from our adaptation rules.

This finding informed our decision to explore an improvement possibility of MOCCA’s adaptation rules.  As a first exploration in this direction,
we used the results from our second experiment to “teach” MOCCA how to learn from the choices of users.  As described in the section on
Artifact 5, MOCCA already enables users to modify the look and  feel of its user interface in a built-in preference editor.  We entered our
participants’ choices in this preference editor, and let MOCCA calculate the majority preference per task and country.  The system now
overwrote the old adaptation rules with the majority preference, if this majority choice for a certain task was significant according to a Pearson’s
chi-square test for categorical data (see also Table 9).  To evaluate this “learning” mechanism, we calculated the choice-deviation scores with
our Thai, Swiss, and Rwandan participants’ choices, and MOCCA’s three newly generated interfaces for each of these countries.  For an
overview of the UIs as they were initially predicted for the three countries, and the resulting adaptations after taking into account the majority
preferences of participants from the same country, please refer to Figure D1.

The number of accurately predicted choices increased for all three countries (see Figure D2).  In the case of Thailand, MOCCA’s
recommendations resulted in 65.8 percent correct predictions (as opposed to 60.8 percent before).  The number of accurate predictions per user
ranged from three to eight tasks (mean = 5.27, sd = 1.08), thereby increasing from an average of 4.87 tasks that were correctly predicted by
MOCCA’s initial adaptation rules (Figure D2).  The improvement resulted from only one change in the adaptation rules.

In contrast, the adaptation rules for Rwanda were changed in four cases out of eight, resulting in 54.2 percent of accurately predicted preferences
(an increase from 24.4 percent).  Accurate predictions ranged between two and six per user (mean = 4.33, sd = 1.11).  Thus, for the average
user, we were able to predict more than 50 percent of the UI preferences correctly.  Additionally, the frequency of a choice-deviation score
of 1 decreased from 59.5 percent to 34.5 percent.

For the Swiss participants, MOCCA now achieved a prediction accuracy of 60.4 percent with accurate predictions per user ranging from 3 to
8 tasks per user (mean = 4.83, sd = 1.34).  Altogether, MOCCA’s prediction accuracy increased from 47.3 percent to 61 percent across the three
countries.  The number of times MOCCA predicted with a deviation of 1 dropped from 41.4 percent to 30.5 percent, and for a deviation of 2
from 11.3 percent to 8.6 percent.  This improvement demonstrates that it is feasible to anticipate a majority of UI preferences by learning from
choices of users with similar origin.
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(a)  The initial UI for Thailand with a list-view of to-dos, a flat
navigation, and many different, but light, colors

(b)  The UI for Thailand after taking into account the majority
choices of participants

(c)  The UI for Rwandans before learning, with a flat
navigation, and a list-view of to-dos

(d)  After learning:  In comparison to the initial adaptation
rules, Rwandans preferred a higher information density, a
hierarchical navigation, and a wizard for maximum support

(e)  The Swiss interface with a hierarchical navigation, a
medium information density, and minimal color

(f)  The final interface for Swiss users with a low information
density and structure, and the preferred flat navigation

Figure D1.  MOCCA’s Uis for Thailand, Rwanda, and Switzerland Before and After Refinement of
Adaptation Rules
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Figure D2.  The Number of Correctly Predicted Tasks (of a Total of Eight Tasks) Averaged Across All
Rwandan, Swiss, and Thai Participants as Measured with MOCCA’s Initial Adaptation Rules (in Blue)
and with the Refined Adaptation Rules (in Orange)
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